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Scriptures is the cause of all evils', makes 7,000 quotations
from the Old Testament and 11,000 from the New. Photius
is said even by an enemy to have rivalled the ancients and
excelled all moderns in 'almost every branch of profane
learning'. He composed a dictionary, school-books, and
treatises; in his letters he corrected his friends' grammar and
prescribed for their ailments; he helped Basil I to revise the
laws, and held in his house a debating society and study
circle. His Bibliotheca^ summarizing for an absent brother
the 270 books read by this circle, shows a marvellous range;
poetry only is excluded. Another encyclopaedic scholar,
Psellus, has left poetical and prose works on philosophy,
history, law, medicine, theology, and occult science, while
his study of and love for Plato and his enthusiasm for all
learning helped to pave the way for the fifteenth-century
Humanists. John of Euchai'ta begins a religious poem with
an obvious reminiscence of Euripides' Hippolytus. The
letters of Michael Italicus show familiarity with a remarkable
range of subjects, exclusive, however, of Latin and legal
science. And shortly before the catastrophe of 1453 we have
one last great scholar in Joseph Bryennius, who after
mastering grammar, rhetoric, dialectic, and the quadrimum
proceeded to philosophy.  He is well read in the Bible and
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the Greek Fathers, and even quotes Augustine and Thomas
Aquinas; the Renaissance, with the mutual interpenetration
of East and West, is near at hand.
2. Passing to Byzantine teachers we are struck with the
importance of their position. Private masters might com-
plain of poverty, like Palladas or Prodromus or the Antioch
guilds of rhetoricians who sold their wives' jewellery to
satisfy their bakers, but public professors, paid by the State
or municipality primarily to train efficient civil servants,
lived, in Synesius's words, 'magnificently'. Under the
thirteenth-century Emperors of Nicaea teachers of rhetoric,
medicine, and mathematics were financed by the munici-
palities; teachers of law and philosophy had to be content
with the pupils' fees. Teachers were a necessity; Anna
Comnena hints that only the crazily conceited try to study
alone. Parents made real sacrifices, sometimes surrendering
mules or asses to be sold for their sons' tuition fees; to pay
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